The paper deals with the closedness of ranges and the surjectivity of realizations related to linear partial differential operators L(x,D). A characterization (with the help of a certain coercivity condition) of the surjectivity of the maximal realization L'' k, G in 
Introduction Let L(x,
. This can be seen, when we consider, for example, the operators L(D) with constant coefficients. In this case the closedness of R(A'(G))implies that R(A'k(G)) B,',°(G) and so also for the maxi-P.
bc
,a
.
,a bc mal realization in BPk (G),say Ap,k(G), one has the equality R(Apk(G)) = B,k(G)
(cf. [6] and note that N(A,l/k'.'(G)) n E '(a) = {0}, that is, the distributional equation J. TERVO
L(D)u = 0, u € E'(G) n B, ? ?,k v(G)holds if and only if u 0). The surjectivity of

Ap,k(G) implies that G is L(G)
-
The surjectivity of the operator A'k(G) (which in many cases is equal to 1Vpk(G))
and the closedness of R(A k (G) ) is much more difficult to check. In Theorem 3.1 we show a necessary criterion that the range R(A k (G)) is not closed. Furthermore, in Thep, orem 3.4 we establish a sufficient condition that R(A,. k (G)) is not closed (under suitable circumstances). Theorem 3.6 shows that in some cases our theory will give a characterization for the closedness of R(A, k (G)). The basic idea is to study the existence of the
supp v n 6 G * CD, where 6 G is the boundary of G, and CD denotes the empty set.
2. Definitions and preliminaries 2.1. For the (unexplained) notations and definitions concerning the distribution theory and its related topics, we refer to the monographs [2, 31. Let G be an open set in R' and let P E (i, co) and k € K. We recall that B,k is a Banach space and B,1,°(G)is a Frechet space. For < co , the space C' is dense in Bk and C°(G) is dense in B,',°(G). The
denotes the restriction of f,to G. One sees that IBPk(G) is isomorphic with the factor space /B B jo,k k( R" \ G) and we transfer the topology of this factor space to lB k( G ) in the canonical way (note that B, k (R"\ G)is closed in BPk, since R"\ G is closed in R").
Furthermore, one sees that for p€ (1, 00 ) the spaces B . l,kv(G) and IB ,k (Q)are in duality with respect to the extension of the bilinear form
Here C ( ') ( G) denotes the subspace of functions 4) in C(G) such that there exists 4 
Due to (2.2) one sees that IL' ,k, c is a closed operator. In the case when G = R', one sees
, and we write L k Rn = L,k and so on.
As we mentioned above the spaces IB Pk (G) and BP.l,kv(G) are in duality with respect to A. Explicitly, this means that there exists an isometrical isomorphism
and similarly there exists an isimetrical isomorphism
Here s refers to the dual space. In [7] we have explicitly shown the existence of JP, k and ip',1/k" Let Li., 1/ky, 0 be the dual operator of the (densily defined) operator L .
C, -
Then one easily sees
Lemma 2.1: Suppose that L(x,D) has IB(G)-coefficients and that p €(i,'), k€ K.
Then the relation
holds.
We verify the next existence result of solutions.
Theorem2.2:Suppose that L(x,D)has IB(G)-coefficientsandthatp e(l, co ), k K. Then the range R(L k o) is the whole space lBPk(G)if and only if there exists a
constant c> 0 such that The estimate (2.4) implies that of (2.7).
of L(x,D) can be defined (cf. [6] ; the definitions go analogously to L ' ' 1 kG andILPkG). Furthermore, the maximal realization
In the next chapter we shall consider the closedness of R(L-
which is much more complicated to check than the closedness of R(IL.) orR(L k,G) (in IB P k( G )) . In the study one must take into account the geometry of G and the characteristic curves with respect to L'(x,D) ( cf. Theorems 3.3, 3.4 and 3.6).
To preparate the investigations we present the following lemmas for p € (1, oD) and k K ( cf. [61).
Lemma 2.5: The range R (A', k( G)) is closed in ( G) if and only if the range R(F,.l,kv(G)) is closed in B,'l,kv(G).
Lemma 2.6: The relation R(A',', k(G)) = B4O(G) holds if and only if
(ii) N(r;.l,kV(G)) = f ol. 
and that the range R(A'',,k(G)) is not closed in B,°(G). Then there exists elements ye
Bp-,l,kv(G) and g e B,.,l,kv(G) such that (recall that L;.,1,kV
L-, l,k v v g and suppv r 6 G * . 
l ,k v(G)vfl )( cD) = urn,, v,,(L(x,D)(D) = v(L(x,D)I)
and so L., 1/k" v = g. In addition,
veB. 1/ v(G)CE'(G) and geB,'.,l/kv(K)CB,,l/kv(G).
Suppose that supp v n a G = ti. Then one has suppvC 6 n(R°\aG)(QuaG)n(R"\aG)G. 
Hence in this case v E D(F .,l ,k (G))and F,.,l/kv(G)v = g. This contradicts the fact that g t R(F,",l/kv(G)
)
Theorem 3.4: Suppose that h1(-c,0), where h obe ys (3.3)-(3.4), and that L(x,
and that for any x € a G there exists a constant €. > 0 such that 
B,°k( G).
Proàf: Due to Lemma 2.5 it suffices to verify that the range R(rP . 11k . J1. (G)) is not closed in BJ,1/kvkr(G) that is, R(F . 1/k"k(G)) 
